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add interest by mounting muralsadd interest by mounting murals1010
Enhance your office with full wall wraps. Abstract art,
photomontages, pastoral scenes and maps are a few

attractive ideas!

make good use of the unusualmake good use of the unusual55
Some offices are blessed with distinctive
architectural elements. They often draw

considerable attention, making them a great
place to display your message.

Be sure to brand your ada signageBe sure to brand your ada signage77
There's no rule these signs have to be plain! You can

feature your corporate colors, typeface and logo while
still adhering to the Americans with Disability Act

regulations.

waysways
TO ENHANCE YOUR OFFICE
WITH SIGNS & GRAPHICS

11Showcase your mission and valuesShowcase your mission and values

Capitalize on captive audiences!Capitalize on captive audiences!

Don't "bury" your company's ideals in employee
handbooks! To inspire workers and visitors alike, display

them prominently on walls with vinyl letters.

2
Survey your space for places to inform or promote
with wall graphics. Waiting rooms and elevators are

great choices.

33Create a timeline or product wallCreate a timeline or product wall
Reproduce archival photos to underscore your

company's heritage. For contrast, use an adjacent wall to
display your latest products or services!

44Don't overlook floor graphicsDon't overlook floor graphics
Today's non-slip vinyl brings creative opportunities

to many surfaces. Directional graphics in your
brand colors is one attractive and functional idea.

Enhance decor with window graphicsEnhance decor with window graphics66
Featuring "frosted" graphics, abstract images or company
logos, translucent window graphics can also add privacy to

conference rooms and executive offices.

make a great first impressionmake a great first impression88
For many firms, the opportunity to impress lies in

the lobby sign. Consider three-dimensional
signage or acrylic signs with stand-offs.

Extend your identity to every areaExtend your identity to every area99
Why settle for bland, off-the-shelf room name signs and
numbers? Instead, apply custom designs and distinctive

materials throughout your office.
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